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Monthly Meeting    Tues Mar 21 2023 

Robyn and Keith Chapman’s residence 
15 Silwood Avenue, Howrah 

AGENDA 
 

1. Meeting opened at  

2. Attendance:  

3. Apologies: Julian 

4. Minutes of previous general meeting (Tues 21 Nov 2022).  Motion to accept:                  Seconded: 

5. Action list 

• First Aid Courses (Geoff and Mike) 

6. Correspondence (Robyn) See also General Business 

• 2 March 2023 Letter from Julian Roscoe to Board and Clubs regarding our Insurance cover– for 
discussion by Club after advice from OT (Attachment 1) 

7.  Financial Report ((Julian) 

8. OT Report  

9. Membership (Geoff)  

10. Events 
Past Events: 

• Sun 27 Nov, Randalls Bay, SL 13 (Liana and Alison Stubbs) (61) 

• Wed 30 Nov Botanical Gardens (Martin and Elizabeth Bicevskis) HSS/T 6 (164) 

• Sun 4 Dec Mountain River Christmas event (Hein Poortenaar, Anthony Stoner; Wendy Andrewartha) 
(86) 

• Fri Feb 3, UTAS, Hobart O Fest Sprint (Will Whittington, Miriam Palmer) (29) 

• Sat Feb 4, Waterworks, Hobart O Fest Gravity O (Will Whittington, Miriam Palmer) 

• Wed 15 Feb, Lambert Park, Southern Autumn Schools/Twilight 1 (Mike and Jane Calder) (199) 

• Wed 22 Feb, Kangaroo Bay, SAS/T 2 (Bert Elson) (199) 

• Sun 26 Feb, Risdon Brook, S Local 1 (Mark and Gayle West, Peter Cusick) (56) 

• Wed 1 Mar, Taroona, SAS/T 3 (Felix and Hannah Green Mike Calder and Kate Lucas) (191) 

• Wed 8 Mar, Domain, SAS/T 4 Callum Degenaar, Kate Lucas) (186) 

• Sun 12 Mar, Transit Flats, OST 1 (Klaas and Sophie Hartmann, Chris Brown) (75) 

• Wed 15 Mar, Wentworth Park, SAS/T 5 (Bert Elson, Mike Calder) (179) 
Future events: 

• Wed 22 Mar Waterworks, SAS/T 6 (Bonnie Butler and family, Mike Calder) 

11. Technical and equipment 

12. Social 

13. Selection 

14. Junior Report 
 

15. General Business 

• Data collection at events (who needs what and how) (Robyn, Mike) 

• Recording cash payments and sending receipts at events. Reply from Christine Marshall to query from 
Robyn re sending receipts* (Attachment 2)) 

• Key personnel holidays (Mike) 

• Coach in residence program (Meisha) 

16. Next meeting 
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Attachment 1 
2/3/2023 

Hi Boarders and club secretaries and presidents, 

I am attaching a summary of the OT (and club) insurance status. I stress this is my view of the world given insurance is not something I have 

vast experience with and there are legal implications.The need for this summary arose after I fielded a couple of queries about: 

A) were training ‘events’ which are not included in Eventor covered under our liability insurance 

B) had we considered our liability in the event of an accident involving a vehicle on a public road - this particularly applying at twilight events 

when we have masses of schoolchildren. 

C) the waiver issue was raised although this is now in the process of being fixed both in Eventor and for EOD. 

I added in the initial section on physical assets purely to try and give a complete picture. 

I am aware that this is the topic that can result in plenty of discussion but as directors and organisers we are personally liable under some 

circumstances. 

Cheers 

Julian 

 
OT and Australopers Insurance Cover (Julian Roscoe, 2 March 2023) 
Summary by JPR i.e. this is my view of the world! 
Physical assets 
Australopers has no insurance cover covering fire, theft, flood etc loss. Inn a worst case scenario and Bert’s Barn 
gets burnt to the ground then Australopers would be up for the cost of replacing all the gear owned by 
Australopers (trailer, tents, generator, power hub etc).  
OT are responsible for the computer/SI gear and my understanding is that this is not covered by insurance. 
Australopers explored obtaining insurance cover approximately 2 years ago but the cost was deemed excessive 
and the committee determined to wear the risk. This assumes, even though Hobart City Council own the 
premises, their insurance would not cover our contents. 
EVOC and Pathfinders may have different arrangements. 
Public, Products and Management Liability and Professional Indemnity 
 
 
OT, Australopers and EVOC are covered by a ‘Combined Liability’ policy provided by Sportscover Australia Pty 
Ltd and managed on our behalf by OA. For some reason Pathfinders has not been included (I suspect because 
they were not incorporated - I have asked OA to rectify this anomaly). 
 
Please note that this a general policy that covers any sporting body. Also note the ‘Products Liability’ referred to in 
the heading does not refer to our equipment but to any products which we supply to others (in other words it does 
not apply in our situation). 
 
There are two documents: 
1. The ‘Coverage Summary’ (Policy Schedule) which essentially describes clubs insured and the ‘other parties’ 

together with some specifics on limitations of liability, excesses, and management liability 
2.  ‘Policy  Wording’ which runs to 46 pages.` 
 
I have attempted to pick the relevant parts out for general comment. To this end I have excluded any mention of 
the Products and Management Liability and the Professional Indemnity (although of course this is of relevance to 
Christine). 
The only specific mention of Orienteering (other than the listing of all the clubs and state associations is the 
following description or our activity. 
 

 
 

TheCover in outline: 
 
‘Indemnify the Insured’s legal liability to pay Compensation for Personal Injury or Property 
Damage…..’ 
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The conditions which we are required to observe include ‘Reasonable Care’ including the following: 
 
1. Exercise reasonable care that only competent Employees are employed and take 
reasonable measures to maintain all premises, fittings and plant in sound condition 
 
2. Take all reasonable precautions to prevent Personal Injury and Property Damage ……and comply with ……..all 
statutory obligations, by-laws or regulations imposed by all relevant public authorities for the: 
(a) Safety of persons or property….. 
 
3. Take all reasonable precautions to prevent Personal Injury to participants undertaking the 
activities that You provide in connection with the Business by ensuring that they are 
physically capable and are aware of all safety instructions and notices relating to the 
Business activities. 
 
Member means any Member, temporary player or other person actively engaged in and 
appropriately registered for the purpose of playing the Sport named in the Policy Schedule. 
 
Key learnings/questions: 
 
A.Registration is required  
Ensure where possible every participant registers through Eventor - paper based ‘registration’ is still valid but the 
issue becomes whether we can produce such registrations if needed. Eventor is preferred. 
 
B. All authorised activity is covered 
The validity of activities not appearing in Eventor (e.g. training) has also been raised. OA have advised that all 
‘organised’ (organised by the club or OT) orienteering activity is covered under the policy regardless of their 
appearance in Eventor and such activity is mentioned in the activity description above. 
 
C. Holding events that cross public roads (particularly where schoolchildren are involved)? 
The policy is silent on this sort of specific question and OA has no specific guidelines or rules in regards to public 
road crossings at events other than the Foot O Rules. 
I am presuming this falls under the ‘Reasonable Care’ requirement since there is no statutory requirement that 
prevents anyone from crossing roads. 
Clause 3 above requires us to take reasonable precautions to prevent personal injury by virtue of ensuring 
participants are physically capable and aware of safety instructions/notices. 
The question then becomes is it ‘reasonable’ that we require/expect young persons to cross roads as part of an 
event. Currently we ‘assume’ all participants understand the road rules and are aware of the dangers associated 
with crossing roads. Is this ‘reasonable’ or should we be expected to anticipate that small children  (and big 
children) in the excitement of an event might forget their training in this regard? 
We might argue that we only allow road crossings on quiet suburban streets but again that could be described as 
living in hope - is it reasonable to suppose that hooning will not occur whenever we hold an event? 
We have attempted to take ‘reasonable care’ at Domain events where we design courses that require participants 
to use the overpass but there remain other locations where road crossing is the norm.  
We can put in course restrictions (i.e. easy courses do not cross roads) but we also know that relatively young 
children do undertake the harder courses or we can put in age restrictions  but that becomes hard to police at an 
event. 
We appear to have three options: 
 ban road crossings completely at all events (which will severely impact potential urban  
 locations) 
 only allow road crossings where the crossing is controlled in some way 
 allow road crossings where in the opinion of the organisers the risk is small (i.e. quiet  
 suburban streets, cut de sacs, good visibility for other road users). 
 
It is recommended that the Board seek legal advice on this topic - being a bush lawyer is not considered 
adequate. 
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Attachment 2  

 

 

Letter from Christine Marshall, OT Treasurer, 27 Feb 2023 re the need for EOD receipts on 

Square and how to record EOD cash payments) 
 

Hi folks, 

Sorry for the delay in replying, am flat chat at the moment. 

The necessity or otherwise for a receipt - I hope I have answered below in my "A" blurb. 

As Paul said, Square gives me a report so that satisfies OT record of knowing what is what. 

The reason for knowing the split of P card sales & Memberships is not to do with GST, but rather it is to do with the 

allocation of the Club 30% levy and to allow proper decision making regarding whether OT income is covering related 

expenses and to assist with tracking/reconciling stock on hand - see my "B" blurb. 

Cash on the day is another story.see my "C" blurb - for your consideration/input. 

 

"A" blurb.  

I hope the following helps. 

Australopers are organising the events, but usually operating as an agent for OT when it comes to collecting money. 

Under the OT constitution it is not a requirement to issue a receipt for every intake of funds, however, usual 'business' rules 

apply in that a receipt must be provided to a customer if they request it. 

General business practise is that if a customer pays with eftpos or direct from their bank account, then no receipt is needed (as 

the bank statement is proof of payment). 

But, if the customer wants one then they have to be given one - that is straightforward with Square or PayPal. If someone 

pays directly to the OT bank account - they just need to ask me, no problem. 

 

If the customer pays with cash, then a handwritten receipt is to be issued if the customer requests one ( I think there is a small 

receipt book in the cash tin for that purpose). 

I think it good practice to issue one when they are paying cash for a P card or a membership, but it is not a requirement. 

 

"B" blurb. 

Under GST rules, a tax invoice must be provided to a customer if they request one. OT has to provide that within 28 days of 

the request. (Australopers cannot supply a 'tax invoice' as they are not registered for GST).  

A tax invoice is obliged to have more detailed information than a receipt (e.g. it must have the ABN of the supplier and an 

indication of the GST charged). 

 

All income from conducting the event includes GST (charges for entry fees, P card hire, P card sales, memberships) and has 

to be sent to OT. 

Income from other activities do not include GST as the entities undertaking those activities are not registered for GST (e.g. SI 

sticks owned by a club that are sold, or the activity of the junior fundraising stall). 

The club or the junior fund keep 100% of the income from those latter activities. 

 

OT takes the income from conducting the event and pays the GST to the ATO (1/11th of the gross). 

 

What happens next is determined by the nature of the income, that is why I like to be informed as to what the cash income 

was for (Square & PayPal/Eventor gives it to me in their reports). 

What remains from the P card sales and memberships is kept by OT in full. 

OT then pays the club a levy for conducting the event (calculated at 30% of what is left from entry fees and hire of P cards or 

SI sticks). 

If the club event levy is not enough to cover the club's reasonable costs of running that event, then OT will pay the club a 

'topup' levy to ensure that the club is not out of pocket. 

 

"C" blurb.  

From OT's perspective, having the registration team issue a receipt for all the cash payments is probably too time consuming 

for the registration process - and is possibly not warranted given the relatively small scale of cash being used. 

However, a simple system of noting the number of P card sales and M'ships (NB we don’t take Membership fees at events 

RJC) paid by cash would help me. 

I don't think it would be effective to rely on a tally of those coloured cards being sent to me by the person that deals with 

them after the event. 

The cards may get collected at odd times and they may not get dealt with for a while and may not be able to be matched to the 

event when it occurred (which is needed to work out what was entry fees when not every payment is being individually 

recorded).  
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I think it could be as simple as a small A5 tally sheet with the event name at the heading and filled in 'as you go' with a 

surname placed against each major item purchased. 

It can also give some comfort to those on the registration team that there is some physical record they have input to as to what 

was collected that day. 

I could make up a small pad of tally sheets (prefilled with the items) that can sit in the green cash tin. 

I think it best that the taker of the funds records that at the time, rather than leaving it to whoever deals with the coloured 

cards to let me know (I think too many steps leads to too many spots for things to go awry). 

At the end of the event, the collector of the cash tallies the major items and fills in the remainder of cash collected as 

Entry/hire fees. 

It might be something along the lines of: 

Cash takings: 

Kangaroo Bay - Wed 22 Feb 

$50 Memberships - Adult ind. - surname, surname (N/A – people join online RJC) 

$100 Memberships - family – surname (N/A – people join online RJC) 

$25 Memberships - concession/jnr – (N/A – people join online RJC) 

$20 P card sales - surname, surname,  surname, surname  

Entry fees, P-card hire, SI sticks hire $ (Entry fees only – we don’t charge hire fees RJC) 

Total takings $ 

The cash gatherer can send me a photo of that sheet using their phone, or scan and email, and then they deposit the funds 

when they have time. 

 

Kind regards, 

Christine 

 

Christine Marshall, OT Treasurer 

0437651473  treasurer@tasorienteering.asn.au 
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